UFO+ security lock by Serrature Meroni is an additional device conceived for light commercial vehicles, boosting UFO concept and features even further. Designed for who needs to open and close the cargo area dozens of times a day and wants to grant the constant security of the vehicle. UFO+ integrates with the vehicle body and auto-locks once you close the door. Thanks to its innovative design, the anti-drilling cylinder defender, its flat multi-combination and reversible key and its body in 17-4 PH stainless steel, the vehicle is always secure.

**HIGH SECURITY AND DESIGN**

The effective combination of high resistance materials (AISI 623 17-4 PH stainless steel) and an innovative design - spherical structure able to contrast the most common theft tools – make UFO+ the ideal solution to grant the security of any light commercial vehicle (LCV). UFO+ integrates with any model currently on the market, fits both tailgate and sliding door. The lock can be provided with a unique key to open any UFO+ installed on the vehicle.

**AUTO-LOCKING SYSTEM AND INTERNAL SECURITY CABLE**

UFO+ has no removable parts and it is permanently fixed on the vehicle body. Once you close the tailgate or sliding door; UFO+ locks automatically without the key. A simple security system allows the operator to exit the cargo area if the door closes accidentally: a steel cable with a plastic handle allows the unlocking from within.

**INTUITIVE AND VERY SIMPLE INSTALLATION, IN ONE HOUR!**

UFO+ installation is simple and takes about an hour per lock. The template included in the kit allows you to mark the fixing points in seconds while the smart “slide installation system” allows you to block UFO+ on its plate in just one move; a winning idea developed with our customers, the top world players in express delivery.

**HIGH SECURITY KEY AND CYLINDER DEFENDER**

UFO+ multi-combination key, grants high security level and high resistance. It can be easily opened even with busy hands and during the vehicle loading/unloading thanks to its flat reversible key that can be plugged in both directions. The cylinder is shielded by a steel defender that protects the lock from break-ins, such as lock drilling.

**FEATURES:**

- Fix security lock
- Fits both tailgate and sliding door
- Stainless steel AISI 630 (17-4 PH)
- Reversible high security flat key with comfortable rubber grip
- Steel anti-drilling defender to protect the cylinder
- Stainless steel wedge and plate
- Bayonet mounting system
- Adhesive template for quick installation
- Includes complete mounting kit
- Available in couple or tris with the same combination (same key)
- Lock size: 112mm x 89mm x 54.5mm
- Box total weight: UFO+ single 1.468 kg

**PRODUCT CODES:**

- 8086H3122B single UFO+
- 8086H3232B couple UFO+
- 8086H3332B tris UFO+
UFO+ fix lock by Serrature Meroni can be installed both on tailgate and sliding doors. A single key that opens all UFO+ locks installed on a vehicle, can be provided on request.

UFO+ remains fix on the vehicle body. You don’t need to lock it with the key since it auto-blocks when you close the door. Its high security flat and reversible, facilitates the opening: it can be plugged in both directions and is coupled with an ant-drilling steel cylinder defender.

Automotive Line: Luccotto and UFO

Serrature Meroni offers a complete range of additional devices for the security of commercial vehicles.

Luccotto is a versatile device, and in combination with its reinforced holders, is the ideal security lock for vans and in particular for box vans, thanks to the tolerance guaranteed by its holders. The holders can bear a doors disalignment (up to 30mm tolerance) when the vehicle is moving on the road.

UFO is an innovative and design lock for light commercial vehicles security. Its holders remain fixed on the vehicle body while the calotte can be place at need to secure the cargo area. It is ideal in all risky situations: prolonged stay in unattended areas, overnight parking, etc.. UFO is the perfect anti-theft, design device to replace the traditional unaesthetic padlock.